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Case Report

A Case Report of Traumatic Dislocation of Eyeball
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Abstract
Complete dislocation of an intact globe into the maxillary sinus after an extensive blowout fracture is a rare occurrence. We report a case of pure
blowout fracture of the floor of the orbit with intact orbital margins due to trauma resulting in complete dislocation of the globe into the maxillary
sinus in a 42-year-old male. On ocular examination, the right eyeball was found to be absent from the orbit. Computerized tomography scan with
contrast showed: (1) pure orbital blowout fracture; (2) intact eyeball in the right maxillary sinus; and (3) optic nerve seemed to be intact. Surgical
exploration of the right maxillary sinus through Caldwell-Luc approach revealed a circular fracture which was just the size of the globe in the
middle of the inferior orbital wall. The orbital contents were also found to be dislocated completely into the right maxillary sinus. The dislocated
globe was repositioned into the orbit and the orbital floor fracture repaired with bone graft taken from iliac crest. The visual acuity in the right eye
after the repositioning was no light perception. We are reporting this case because it is a rare condition and the various operative challenges.
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INTRODUCTION
The orbital floor is commonly affected in blow-out fracture
because of its weak structures. Soft tissue in orbit, such as
extraocular muscles, ligaments, and orbital fat, always
herniate into the fracture hole, when the orbit has burst
fracture.[1-3] However, complete dislocation of an intact
globe into the maxillary sinus after an extensive blowout
fracture is a rare occurrence. In this case, a pure blowout
fracture of the floor of the orbit occurred due to trauma with
intact orbital margins resulting in complete dislocation of the
globe into the maxillary sinus. We are reporting this rare case
because of its operative challenges.

CASE REPORT
A 42-year-old Hindu male patient presented to the outpatient
department of our hospital with pain, swelling of lids and
sudden loss of vision in the right eye (RE) following trauma
from the horn of a cow which occurred 2 days before the day
of presentation. He was treated in a local hospital with some
drops, ointments before referral to our hospital.
On general examination, the patient was conscious and
oriented. Vital signs and all systems were within normal
limits. On ocular examination, face was symmetrical. Visual
acuity was no light perception (NPL) in RE and 6/6 in the left

eye (LE). Swelling of both upper and lower lids of RE were
found, which were tender on touch. Interpalpebral fissure
was narrow in RE [Figure 1]. Conjunctiva was congested
and chemosed. On exploration, under topical anesthesia
right eyeball was found to be absent from the orbit
[Figure 2]. There was no active bleeding. There was no
abnormality in the LE. Computerized tomography (CT) scan
was advised. Findings on CT scan with contrast included:
(1) pure orbital blowout fracture; (2) intact eyeball in the
right maxillary sinus; and (3) optic nerve seemed to be intact
[Figure 3a and b].
Surgical exploration of the right maxillary sinus using
the Caldwell-Luc approach was done under general
anesthesia in collaboration with the maxillofacial
surgeon [Figure 4]. A lower eyelid incision was given
3 mm below the lower eyelid margin. Periosteum was
exposed after separating the soft tissue of lower eyelid.
Then, it was cut and separated to reveal a circular fracture
which was just the size of the globe in the middle of the
inferior orbital wall. The orbital contents were also found to
be dislocated completely into the right maxillary sinus
[Figure 5]. The hole in the inferior orbital wall was
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Figure 4: Caldwell-Luc approach

Figure 1: Swelling of both upper and lower lids of right eye, narrow
interpalpebral fissure (IPF)
Figure 5: Lower eyelid incision and exposing the floor fracture

Figure 2: Absence of right eyeball from the orbit

Figure 6: Dislocated globe repositioned manually into the orbit

Figure 3: (a and b) Prolapse of right globe into the right maxillary sinus

enlarged. The eyeball was elevated from maxillary sinus by
Caldwell-Luc approach. The dislocated globe was
repositioned into the orbit [Figure 6].
Gross examination revealed an intact globe with corneal
abrasion, dilated pupil, and normal anterior chamber depth.
Optic nerve and extraocular muscles were found to be
intact. Orbital floor fracture was repaired with bone graft
90

Figure 7: Orbital floor fracture was repaired by bone graft

taken from iliac crest which was 1 mm larger than the
fracture [Figure 7]. The incision was sutured [Figure 8].
Local and systemic steroids and antibiotics were
administered. Postoperatively, the patient had a visual
acuity of NPL with restricted motility of the eyeball in RE
[Figure 9].
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CONCLUSION
Traumatic dislocation of eyeball into the maxillary sinus is a
rare event. Urgent surgery is required to reposition the globe
into the orbit. In our case, the patient had NPL even after
surgery due to delay in presentation after trauma.
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